Multidisciplinary Approach to the Treatment of Advanced Hepatocellular Carcinoma in the Era of New Biologic Agents
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With recent advances in systemic therapy, an increasing number of patients with advanced hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) are expected to benefit from surgery. However, given the complex background of the disease and frequent presence of underlying liver injury, treatment of advanced HCC is complex and the treatment principle applied to colorectal liver metastases, for which conversion surgery has been actively performed, is often not applicable to patients with HCC. To maximize the survival outcomes of patients with HCC, optimization of each step of treatment through a multidisciplinary approach is inevitable. As initial treatment, systematic removal of tumor-bearing portal territory is associated with improved survival in patients with solitary HCC, and radiofrequency ablation is also effective for small, oligo HCCs. Although the high incidence of recurrence even after curative-intent treatment is a major concern in HCC, aggressive treatment for recurrence is important, because a prolonged cancer-free interval is associated with improved overall survival. For patients with advanced disease, recently introduced molecular-targeted agents may be effective for successful conversion to surgery in initially unresectable cases, although the overall response rate of HCC to systemic therapies remains unsatisfactory as compared to that of colorectal liver metastases. This report revisits the theoretical bases for management of HCC and discusses current strategies for maximizing survival of patients with advanced HCC. (J Nippon Med Sch 2022; 89: 145–153)
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Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) accounts for 70% to 90% of all cases of primary liver cancer¹ and is the third leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide². HCC is potentially curable by surgical resection³,⁴, radiofrequency ablation (RFA)⁵,⁶, or liver transplantation⁷,⁸, if it is diagnosed in its early stage. However, despite recent developments in screening for HCC, diagnosis is often made only in the intermediate or advanced stage of the disease.

Although various treatment options, including transcatheter chemoembolization (TACE), radioembolization with yttrium-90, radiotherapy, and systemic therapies are available for advanced HCC, it remains difficult to expect excellent responses to these conventional approaches that would allow conversion surgery to be successfully performed in patients with unresectable disease at diagnosis. However, molecular characterization of hepatocarcinogenesis has led to identification of aberrant signaling pathways, which has facilitated development of targeted agents as potentially useful treatment agents for HCC. Since the introduction of sorafenib in 2007⁹,¹⁰, various molecular-targeted agents and immune checkpoint inhibitors have been introduced for treatment of HCC¹¹⁻¹⁵, and recent rapid progress in chemotherapy is changing the landscape of multidisciplinary treatment for patients with advanced HCC.

This article discusses the theoretical bases and strategies for successful management of advanced HCC, particularly recent advances in systemic therapies and their
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efficacy in allowing conversion surgery.

Clinical Decisions and the Fate of a Patient with Hepatic Malignancy

Baseline oncological status at presentation is a strong predictor of prognosis in patients with hepatic malignancies. However, it is also true that accurate prediction of the fate of each patient is difficult, because our clinical practice is tailored to the oncological aggressiveness of tumor, anatomic considerations, and/or response to chemotherapy, to maximize clinical outcomes with the “test of time” [16] (Fig. 1).

Among the various treatment approaches, the efficacy of multidisciplinary treatment for colorectal liver metastases has been well described, and an aggressive approach to avoid missing patients who might enjoy prolonged survival or even cure with surgery is regarded as an important approach in treating colorectal liver metastases [17,18]. Although clinical trials serve as evidence to guide our clinical practice, clinical decision-making is complex and depends heavily on the conditional probability, as indicated by reported data and clinician experience [5]. As such, a multidisciplinary team approach is appropriate to avoid unnecessary/inefficient treatments and maximize survival of patients with advanced hepatic malignancies.

Complexity of Multidisciplinary Treatment for Hepatocellular Carcinoma

Because HCC usually arises in an already injured liver, a high incidence of tumor recurrence due to de novo carcinogenesis, even after curative-intent treatment, makes management of HCC difficult [19,20]. When looking at the trend of instantaneous probability of recurrence after initial hepatectomy, a clear difference was observed between colorectal liver metastases and HCC, as shown in Figure 2. Since colorectal liver metastases originally arise outside of the liver, while HCC arises/disseminates within an already injured liver, there are clear and inevitable differences in the patterns of tumor extension dissemination between these two disease entities, which may affect chronological changes in the risk of recurrence. Because of the sustained risk of neocarcinogenesis in the underlying liver, it is difficult to eliminate the risk of recurrence even after complete removal of entire tumors in the management of HCC. Therefore, clinical management of HCC is complex, and it would be impossible to simply apply the treatment theory for colorectal liver metastases to the management of HCC.

Over the long run, treatment for HCC gradually pro-
gresses from curative-intent to palliative-intent. During this process, the choice of treatment gradually narrows, after multiple sessions of treatment, in accordance with the oncological status of the tumor and underlying liver function (Fig. 3). Given the typical clinical course of HCC, optimization of each treatment step would help maximize survival.

Importance of Initial Choice of Treatment for Hepatocellular Carcinoma

Because of the strong propensity of HCC to invade intrahepatic vascular structures and spread via the closest portal branches, systematic removal of tumor-bearing portal territories, known as anatomic resection (Fig. 4), was proposed as a theoretically optimal surgical maneuver in the 1980s, and studies have validated the efficacy of anatomic resection. In patients with primary solitary HCC, anatomic resection may affect the pattern of recurrence and post-progression clinical course, which...

---

**Fig. 2** Time trend of instantaneous probability of recurrence after initial hepatectomy (Adopted from Shindoh J, J Hepatobiliary Pancreat Sci 2021; 28 (6): 461-469 with permission)

**Fig. 3** Typical clinical course of hepatocellular carcinoma

**Fig. 4** Anatomic and non-anatomic resection
may in turn affect overall survival (OS). Using a Markov model, our group previously investigated the prognostic impact of the initial choice of surgical procedure in patients with primary solitary HCC\(^\text{32}\). Although anatomic resection significantly decreased the annual risk of tumor recurrence, in line with previous reports, successful complete removal of the tumor-bearing portal territory was associated with prolonged survival through “delayed stage progression” after recurrence\(^\text{32}\). Given that time to interventional failure (TIF) is an important surrogate measure for predicting OS in HCC\(^\text{33}\), it is important to select the most suitable surgical maneuver at initial hepatectomy, to maximize TIF, especially in patients with solitary HCC.

For patients with small, oligo HCCs, several randomized controlled trials (RCT) reported that RFA has efficacy similar to that of surgery\(^\text{34-36}\). However, these observations need to be interpreted carefully because the analysis of outcomes was based on findings from a select population of patients with small HCCs, which are believed to be curable by surgery or RFA. In actual clinical settings, the technical feasibility of RFA, in terms of tumor location or proximity to major vessels, should be carefully evaluated before selecting the initial treatment. Nevertheless, these outcomes suggest that some patients may benefit from procedures less invasive than surgery and that the prognostic impact of complete removal of the tumor-bearing portal territory might be smaller in such patients. Given that the prognostic impact of microvascular invasion is relatively low among patients with small (<2 cm) HCCs\(^\text{37}\) and that the efficacy of anatomic resection could theoretically be obtained among patients who actually have microscopic cancer spread (i.e., microvascular invasion and/or intrahepatic micrometastasis), RFA could also be an option for selected patients with small, oligo HCCs.

**Prognostic Impact of Treatment for Recurrence**

Despite curative-intent treatment for the primary lesion, the relatively high incidence of recurrence remains a major concern in the management of HCC. However, several studies have reported that aggressive treatment of recurrences is associated with improved survival\(^\text{40-42}\) and that a prolonged cancer-free interval after curative-intent treatment for recurrence is empirically associated with prolonged OS. For patients with colorectal liver metastases, an aggressive surgical approach for recurrence is associated with improved survival, and the concept of “time to surgical failure” is an emerging surrogate end-point for OS\(^\text{43}\). A previous study found that a similar concept was applicable to patients with HCC and, in an analysis of data from 1,175 patients, we confirmed that time to interventional (curative-intent) failure was, in fact, associated with OS\(^\text{33}\). When patients with resectable and/or ablatable recurrences were analyzed, survival outcomes were significantly better when a curative-intent therapy had been selected, suggesting that curative-intent treatment should be considered, when possible, in order to achieve better survival outcomes. Although the actual optimal choice of treatment depends on the oncological status of the tumor and physical status of the patients, the above observations suggest that an aggressive approach to treatment of recurrent lesions may be an important step in maximizing survival of patients with HCC.

**Is Systemic Therapy Just a Means of Prolonging Life?**

Because of overexpression of drug transporter proteins, including the multi-drug resistance gene MDR1, HCC is intrinsically resistant to chemotherapy. Underlying liver disease also contributes towards reducing the efficacy of cytotoxic chemotherapy\(^\text{44}\). Therefore, molecular-targeted agents have been actively developed to treat HCC.

Sorafenib was the first biologic agent developed that had clinical evidence of efficacy as a 1st-line treatment agent for HCC. However, because its efficacy with respect to size-based response remains unsatisfactory, it is difficult to expect an impressive response that would allow conversion surgery in conventional management of advanced HCC. New molecular-targeted agents and immune checkpoint inhibitors have been introduced, and intensive systemic therapy is becoming a standard of care for advanced HCC\(^\text{45-47}\). An RCT investigating the efficacy of atezolizumab plus bevacizumab showed significantly better survival outcomes in the study treatment arm than in the sorafenib arm\(^\text{13}\). Systemic therapy is no longer just a means of prolonging life, but is becoming a sword for fighting advanced HCC.

Although HCC generally has a poor prognosis, optimization of treatment strategies, from initial choice of treatment to systemic therapies for advanced cases, would maximize OS on the conventional track of “irreversible” clinical course (Fig. 5).

**New Resectability Criteria for Advanced HCC**

For colorectal liver metastases, conversion surgery for initially unresectable disease was associated with improved survival\(^\text{32,34}\). According to an expert consensus statement
in the United States\(^4\), indications for surgery in patients with colorectal liver metastases should be determined from technical and oncological perspectives\(^5\). The technical resectability criteria include 1) expectation of margin-negative resection (i.e., R0 resection) and 2) expectation of preserving a sufficient future liver remnant volume. Oncological resectability depends on the probability of disease control with surgery, which is determined by adequate radiological staging and the behavior of metastatic lesions during preoperative chemotherapy.

To achieve further significant prolongation of survival in patients with advanced HCC, a surgical approach as aggressive as that used for colorectal metastases is needed. However, one reason why the clinical management principle applied to cases with colorectal liver metastases is not applicable to HCC is that we must consider the “condition” of HCC patients, who often have underlying liver disease, in addition to the “anatomy” of liver lesions, which determines technical resectability, and the “biology” of tumors, which defines oncological resectability. To develop straightforward standards for potential resectability of advanced HCC, our group has proposed original resectability criteria (Table 1)\(^4\) and applied them to clinical decision-making in conversion surgery after intensive systemic therapies for advanced HCC.

**Efficacy of a New Molecular-targeted Agent in Allowing Conversion Surgery among Patients with Advanced HCC**

Outcomes of conversion surgery after intensive systemic therapy have increasingly been reported for patients with advanced HCC\(^4\). Our group recently reported clinical outcomes for 107 consecutive patients who received lenvatinib for initially unresectable HCC (see Supplementary Table (https://doi.org/10.1272/jnms.JNMS.2022_8_9_223) for details of baseline characteristics). After lenvatinib treatment for a median of 5.6 months, the overall response rate was 36.4% according to RECIST 1.1 and 63.6% according to the modified RECIST. Of the 107 patients who were initially unsuitable for curative-intent therapy or TACE, 54 (50.5%) patients received additional therapies after treatment with lenvatinib, including surgery in 16 patients; R0 resection was achieved in 9 (8.4%) patients, and in the remaining seven patients, surgery had to concluded with R2 resection because of interim disease progression or a palliative-intent procedure. Analysis of survival outcomes revealed that the disease-specific survival rate was significantly better for patients in whom R0 resection was achieved than for those in whom the surgery had to be concluded with R2 resection, those who received other additional treatments, and those who did not receive any additional treatment\(^4\).
Table 1 Definition of resectability for hepatocellular carcinoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical criteria for resectability</th>
<th>Oncological criteria for resectability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Resectable: i) and ii)</td>
<td>1. Resectable: i) and ii) and iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) Margin-negative resection is expected to be feasible (i.e., R0 resection)</td>
<td>ii) Patients with up to 3 HCCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) Child-Pugh class A/B patients fulfilling the safety criteria for hepatectomy (e.g., ICG-Krem≥0.05)</td>
<td>ii) No macroscopic vascular invasion beyond the 2nd order portal branch or the main trunk of the hepatic vein (i.e., Vp0-2 or Vv0-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Marginally resectable: i) or ii)</td>
<td>iii) No nodal involvement or extrahepatic disease (i.e., N0M0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) Expected ability to preserve an adequate future liver remnant with portal flow modulation procedures (e.g., ICG-Krem&lt;0.05)</td>
<td>ii) Presence of major vascular invasion up to the 1st order portal branch or IVC (i.e., Vp3-4 or Vv3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) Child-Pugh class A/B patients with controllable portal hypertension with medication or intervention</td>
<td>iii) Regional nodal involvement (i.e., N1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Unresectable: i) or ii)</td>
<td>iv) Distant metastasis limited to the right adrenal gland or lung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) Margin-negative resection cannot be achieved (i.e., R2 resection)</td>
<td>3. Unresectable: i) or ii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) Child-Pugh class A/B patients with uncontrollable portal hypertension, or Child-Pugh class C patients</td>
<td>i) Distant nodal involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii) Extrahepatic metastasis other than in the right adrenal gland or lung</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although our experience with combined tyrosine kinase inhibitor plus immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy for HCC is limited, Zhu et al. recently reported preliminary outcomes of 63 consecutive patients who received combined TKI plus anti-PD-1 antibody therapy as first-line treatment. R0 resection was successfully accomplished in 10 (15.9%) patients after a median treatment duration of 3.2 months, and a relatively high pathological response rate was confirmed, especially among patients with large tumors. These encouraging results warrant further multicenter prospective studies of the efficacy of combined tyrosine kinase inhibitor plus immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy toward conversion surgery among patients with unresectable HCC.

Does Conversion Surgery Truly Improve Survival in Patients with Advanced HCC?

While successful conversion to curative-intent resection after intensive systemic therapy for advanced HCC has been increasingly achieved, there remain several unresolved questions, such as the optimal conditions for conversion, optimal timing of conversion surgery, and true prognostic advantage of conversion surgery for HCC.

So, here, an exploratory analysis was conducted using updated data from our previous study. A retrospective review of the clinical data was performed in accordance with the ethical guidelines for clinical studies, with the approval of the institutional review board at Toranomon Hospital (No.1438-H/B). Survival curves were constructed by the Kaplan-Meier method and compared using the log-rank test. To account for immortal time bias as a result of inappropriate accounting of follow-up time and treatment status, an exploratory analysis was added that used analytic methods similar to those reported previously.

Figure 6 shows the results of the analysis. An imbalance in pretreatment confounders between patients who underwent R0 resection and those who received no or other treatments was adjusted by inverse probability of treatment weighting, using propensity scores estimated by a pooled logistic regression model. The data were handled likewise as a crossover study in which every patient starts out with medical therapy and, at various times, some patients cross over to surgical arm (i.e., R0 resection). After excluding one outlying patient who underwent curative resection after 3 years of lenvatinib treatment, adjusted survival analysis clearly indicates that successful conversion to R0 resection after lenvatinib treatment in carefully selected patients is associated with improved survival, even after statistical adjustment to minimize immortal time bias.

In regard to the optimal conditions and timing of con-
version surgery after lenvatinib treatment, a multicenter prospective study, LENS-HCC (jRCTs031190057), was performed recently. The results, expected in the near future, are expected to clarify the actual conversion rate and short-term surgical outcomes of intended surgical intervention for advanced HCC after lenvatinib treatment.

Unmet Needs in Current Clinical Practice and Future Perspectives

With recent advances in systemic therapies, surgery is becoming a potential treatment option for patients with advanced HCC, as part of a multidisciplinary approach. However, as compared to colorectal liver metastases, for which various highly efficacious (response rate, 60-70%) chemotherapy regimens are available, the overall response rates of HCC to systemic therapies, including combined tyrosine kinase inhibitor plus immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy, remain unsatisfactory (20-30%) (Fig. 7).

Since the response rate to systemic therapies is closely associated with the rate of successful conversion in patients with hepatic malignancies\textsuperscript{56}, additional strategies that further improve response rate to systemic therapy are needed to obtain a higher success rate of conversion surgery and improved survival in patients with advanced HCC. Although HCC is generally refractory to systemic cytotoxic therapy, recent encouraging results of hepatic arterial infusion chemotherapy (HAIC)\textsuperscript{57-60} and combined systemic therapy plus HAIC suggest that they could be potentially useful options for managing advanced HCC.

Conclusions

This report revisited the theoretical bases for management of HCC and discussed the potential benefits and efficacy of conversion surgery under current conditions. With recent advances in systemic therapies, greater numbers of patients are expected to benefit from surgery. However, because management of HCC is complex and reported response rates to systemic therapies remain unsatisfactory, further investigations are needed in order to obtain higher success rates of conversion to curative-intent surgery and maximize treatment benefits for pa-
patients with advanced HCC treated through a multidisciplinary approach.
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